Data on the number of resonance structures of free radical polycyclic conjugated hydrocarbons are tabulated and studied. The first examples of fluoranthenoid / fluorenoid and indacenoid polyradical systems are presented. Some comparative generalizations between benzenoid free radicals and fluoranthenoid / fluorenoid and indacenoid polyradical systems are formulated. For example, there is a tendency of these latter even-carbon nonalternant hydrocarbons to have fewer radical isomers compared to the former alternant hydracarbons. Examples where Fowler's leapfrog algorithm identifies the more stable fluorenoid anion and indacenoid dianion isomer are presented.
Introduction
Fluoranthenoids / fluorenoids are even/odd carbon polycyclic conjugated hydrocarbon molecules composed of one pentagonal ring (r 5 = 1) among otherwise hexagonal rings, and indacenoids (dicyclopenta-fused polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) are polycyclic hydrocarbon molecules composed of two pentagonal rings (r 5 = 2) among otherwise hexagonal rings. In addition to benzenoid hydrocarbons and fullerenes, these are among the molecules prevalently formed in fuel pyrolysis and combustion processes.
Since the appearance of our work on fluoranthenoid / fluorenoid [1] and indacenoid [2] constant-isomer series, numerous other results [3] dealing with this phenomenon have been published. Moreover, there exists an extensive research literature [4] on the determination of the number of Kekulé resonance structures of benzenoid and closely related hydrocarbons, whereas relatively little work on the topology and determination of the number of resonance structures of nonalternant hydrocarbons has been done. This void gives us the opportunity to systematically review our prior work while studying how structural changes in the members of these constant-isomer series affects their number of resonance structures.
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Fowler's leapfrog algorithm has been shown to identify the most stable fullerene [5] and benzenoid isomers [6] , and its application to fluorenoids / fluoranthenoids and indacenoids was studied here to see if it can be used as a tool to identify the most stable members of these classes of molecules. In addition, regularities in changes in structure count (SC) with successive circumscribing within indacenoid and fluorenoid / fluoranthenoid constant-isomer series are investigated and described.
Terminology
Herein interlocking hexagons (polyhex graph) will be used to represent fused benzenoid molecules. A polypent / polyhex molecular graph consists of interlocking pentagons and hexagons where the degree-2 vertices correspond to methine >C-H units, and degree-3 vertices correspond to =C< carbon units. Thus, a molecular graph is the C-C s-bond representation of a conjugated polyene molecule where the number of degree-2 vertices, degree-3 vertices, edges, and rings are given by N H = s, N c = n, q, and r, respectively. The number of Kekulé resonance structures is designated by K, and the number of free-radical resonance structures is designated by SC.
Results and Discussion

Circumscribing Algorithm and Constant-Isomer Series
The excised internal structure / circumscribing principle is an extremely important concept which leads to constant-isomer series [1, 2, 7] . The circumscribing of ethene (C 2 H 4 ) with a perimeter of 14 carbon atoms and supplementing with 6 hydrogen atoms in such a way as to generate only hexagonal rings with each atom fulfilling proper valence leads to pyrene (C 16 H 10 ). Conversely, excising out the connected internal carbon vertices of pyrene with simultaneous transfer of 4 hydrogen atoms leads to ethene. Circumscribing and excision are reverse operations. Since there is only one C 2 H 4 isomer (ethene), there can only be one benzenoid isomer of the formula of C 16 H 10 , namely pyrene. Circumscribing pyrene with a 26 carbon atom perimeter and supplementing with 6 more hydrogens gives the only C 42 H 16 benzenoid possible, called circum(26)pyrene. Repeating this process indefinitely gives successive larger benzenoid members belonging to the D 2h (idealized geometry) oneisomer polycircumpyrene series. Similarly, circumscribing of benzene (C 6 H 6 ) gives coronene (C 24 H 12 ), and repeating this process successively leads to the D 6h coronene one-isomer benzenoid series. Successive circumscribing fluorenoids / fluoranthenoids [1] and indacenoids [2] with perimeters of hexagonal rings has also been shown to give constant isomer series. Members of constant-isomer series are the most compact polycyclic molecules of the given formula, have the fewest possible isomers, and have formulas on the extreme left-hand staircase boundary of the relevant formula periodic table.
In general, constant-isomer series are generated by the successive circumscribing with hexagonal rings and are infinite sets of polycyclic conjugated hydrocarbons with increasing numbers of carbon and hydrogen atoms which have equal numbers of isomers at each stage of the increasing formula. For each circumscribing step, the initial N c and N H values are increased to N c and N H per the equations N c = N c + 2N H + 6 -r 5 and
where the number of pentagonal rings (r 5 ) remains constant. A necessary and sufficient condition to prevent the circumscribing of a polycyclic system is the presence of adjacent bay regions. We denote the circumscription of a polypent / polyhex (polyene) system by P circum-P = P . It has been previously shown that r = ( 1 / 2 )(N c -N H ) + 1, where N c = N pc + N Ic + N H , and where N pc , N Ic and q p are the number of perimeter and internal degree-3 vertices and perimeter edges, respectively. For P P , N c N Ic and N H N pc . Thus, for circum-P, N pc = N H -6 + r 5 = N H giving N H = N H + 6 -r 5 and, similarly, q p = N pc + N H and N c = q p + N c , giving N c = N c + N pc + N H = N c + 2N H + 6 -r 5 . These recursive equations are useful for monitoring the progress of successive circumscribing. As an specific example, consider cyclopentadienyl in Figure 1 . Detaching all five hydrogens from cyclopentadienyl, attaching a cycle of fifteen carbons in such a way as to only form a perimeter of hexagonal rings, and reattaching the five hydrogens removed plus five additional hydrogens generates corannulene (C 20 H 10 ); cyclopentadienyl and corannulene are the first two generation members of the most symmetrical fluoranthenoid / fluorenoid one-isomer series [1] .
Also shown in Fig. 1 is the circumscribing process for indenyl and acenaphthylene which form the first two members of the remaining one-isomer series. It should be noted that repetitively circumscribing polycyclic hydrocarbons containing only one pentagonal ring gives an alternating fluorenoid / fluoranthenoid (odd / even number of carbons) constant-isomer series. Fluorenoid (odd carbon) hydrocarbons are always radical systems. Figure 2 shows the first two generation members for the three indacenoid one-isomer series. The indacenoid one-isomer series starting with pentalene is made up of even carbon members and the other two one-isomer series have odd carbon members and are monoradicals.
The smallest most compact polyradical benzenoid hydrocarbons were shown to be shaped like equilateral triangles (D 3h ) with the general formula of C n H s (n = t 2 + 6t + 6, s = 3t + 6, t = 1, 2, 3, ... = radical degree) which starts with phenalenyl monoradical (t = 1) [8] . The related fluorenoid / fluoranthenoid polyradicals are generated from these triangular systems by contracting one of their apex hexagonal rings to a pentagonal ones, resulting in the fluorenoids / fluoranthenoids shown in Figure 3 . For each hexagonal ring contracted to a pentagonal one, the radical degree is reduced by one. Thus by this transformation, The above shows that successive circumscribing of fluorenoids / fluoranthenoids results in successive alternation in their monoradical and nonradical character, and that a higher radical degree is obliterated by this process.
Contracting another corner hexagon ring to a pentagon ring in the molecular graphs of the fluorenoid / fluoranthenoid series in Fig. 3 results in the indacenoid series given in Figure 5 . The C 44 H 16 indacenoid structure is a diradical, and the C 59 H 19 indacenoid structure is a triradical. It was previously shown that the smallest indacenoid diradical (first molecular graph in Fig. 6 ) is a D 2h isomer of a semibuckminsterfullerene (C 30 H 12 ) which has a 2,5-dimethylenylpentalene diradical (shown in bold in Fig. 6 ) as its excised internal structure [2]. Triangulene (C 22 H 12 ) is the smallest benzenoid diradical which has the smallest alternant diradical (trimethylenemethane) as an excised internal structure. The C 30 H 12 molecular graph in Figure 6 is the smallest indacenoid diradical which has the smallest nonalternant diradical with two pentagonal rings as an excised internal structure. This latter diradical (2,5-dimethylenylpentalene) can be embedded by trimethylenemethane and is subspectral in its eigenvalues. Repetitive circumscription of any of the diradicals in Fig. 6 results in successor diradical fluoranthenoids.
Regularities in SC with Successive Circumscribing
For closed-shell structures ( > 0) that can be represented as planar graphs, is easily determined via the signed adjacency matrix [9] for structures of arbitrary size. For radicals ( = 0), other approaches must be used to obtain structure counts.
Using a differential-operator-based algorithm conceived by Rosenfeld and Gutman [10] and developed by Salvador et al. [11] , combined with an equation for fragmentation published by Babić et al. [12] , it is possible to calculate matching (acyclic) polynomials for structures of moderate size, say 120 non-hydrogen atoms. This method is applicable to structures of any radical multiplicity, since the last term in that polynomial, , contains the structure count (SC = ) and the radical multiplicity ( ). For the present study, we needed SCs for larger structures ( 300 non-hydrogen atoms), some of which were monoradicals. To this end, we developed an algorithm that takes advantage of an obvious relationship: The structure count for a monoradical is just the sum of the Kekulé counts for structures with the radical center isolated on each atom available to it. Thus, if the unpaired electron can reside on any of n possible sites, the SC for the radical is the sum of n values, each of which is calculable from its signed adjacency matrix. The signed adjacency matrix for the case with the radical on the i th vertex is just the signed adjacency matrix for the entire structure with the i th column and row deleted. By a judicious choice of vertex numbering it is possible to automate the process of generating these matrices and obtain SCs for quite large monoradicals. Although theoretically applicable to higher radical multiplicities, this algorithm is practical only for monoradicals. Nevertheless, it was adequate for the present study of successive circumscribing. Since each base structure must be handled slightly differently, all results were checked against the matching polynomial for the largest structures for which the polynomial could be calculated. Table 1 lists the individual Scs. Within each two series (indacenoid, fluorenoid/fluoranthenoid), the isomers occur naturally in pairs, one in each series with regard to definitive structural features, e. g., adjacency / nonadjacency of the pentagons for the indacenoids, presence or absence of a bay region, symmetry, in the base structures.
When ln SC is plotted against the number of times circumscribed, little difference is apparent among the various structures. The pairing of structures is very Table 1 . SCs for the two 6-isomer indacenoid and the two 7-isomer F/F series, circumscribed 1 times (n = 0 is the uncircumscribed structure). Designations refer to Fig. 5 obvious, however, when the ordinate variable is the difference between each ln SC and the average value for its constant-isomer series. Thus, for example, the six values for one constant-isomer indacenoid series circumscribe three times are averaged, and the variation from that average for each of the six values is plotted above the abscissa point for three circumscribings. Figure 7 shows the result of this exercise for all 72 indacenoid structures. To facilitate the comparison, a different hollow symbol is used for each isomer in the first series, and the corresponding filled symbol is used for the corresponding isomer in the second series. It is immediately obvious that each line tracks its corresponding isomer line better than it tracks any other line in the graph. We consider this a conclusive demonstration that the perceived relationships between these two constant-isomer series are real and not merely coincidental similarities of molecular shape. Comparison of Fig. 7 with Table  1 reveals that the two pairs of lines at the top of the plot correspond to the two pairs of structures with bay regions (bottom left and right in [7d]). There is no obvious structural rationale, however, for the single pair of lines at the bottom of Figure 7 . These structures have adjacent pentagons, but this is also true of other structures in the set. The situation with the two seven-isomer fluorenoid / fluoranthenoid series is not so straightforward because in one series the even-circumscribed members are closed-shell, while the odd-circumscribed members are radicals. In the other series, the opposite is true. Because of this, values of deviation from the average lnSC tend to alternately increase and decrease in going from one circumscribing to the next, and each isomer is out of phase with its counterpart in the other series. Nevertheless, Fig. 8 shows a pattern of lines that cross and recross, tracking each other in a zig-zag rather than parallel fashion. The top part of Fig. 8 is rather busy, so it is expanded in Fig. 9 , and different line styles are used as well as different symbols to facilitate comparison. Even then, the pairing is not quite as apparent as with the two indacenoid series. Curiously, there is also one pair from the seven-isomer series that does not fit the pattern. This pair was deliberately omitted from Figs. 8 and 9, but is presented in Figure 10 . There does not seem to be any obvious reason for this result, since the two structures appear to be quite similar. Perhaps the result is evidence that structural pairing is not applicable to all members of all sets of constant-isomer series.
Clearly, more structures need to be studied in order to resolve this issue.
Leapfrog Algorithm
The leapfrog transformation was developed by Fowler as a tool to identify the more stable fullerenes [5] . There are 1812 fullerene isomers of C 60 , and the leapfrog of the dodecahedron fullerene (C 20 ) identifies the icosahedral buckminsterfullerene as the most stable isomer [13] . While buckminsterfullerene has 12 500 Kekulé resonance structures ( = 12 500), there are 20 other C 60 isomers with more resonance structures [14] . The origin of the greater stability of buckminsterfullerene has been attributed to the fact that amongst the 1812 structural isomers, it is the only isomer that has a Fries Kekulé structure where all hexagons contain three double bonds and all pentagons none [14] . Since all the carbon sites of buckminsterfullerene are equivalent, addition of hydrogen radical to buckminsterfullerene gives C 60 H monoradical which has more than 11 times as many resonance structures (SC = 140 092). The known azafullerene [15] analog (C 59 N) also has this number of non-zwitterionic resonance structures.
The leapfrogging of any benzenoid leads to a total resonant sextet benzenoid (TRS) which has a maximum number of Clar sextets (disjoint hexagon rings with three mutually permutable p bonds) [6] . Total resonant sextet benzenoid (TRS) systems (called fully benzenoid systems by Clar) have formulas divisible by six and are totally covered by Clar sextets. The leapfrog transformation is of fundamental importance here because it allows us to identify the essentially strain-free benzenoid isomers predicted to be among the more kinetically stable ones (largest HOMO values) and with highest Hückel p electronic energy without knowledge of the remaining isomers [6] . All known TRS benzenoids are colorless crystals that do not react with concentrated sulfuric acid and are the isomers with the largest Hückel E and HOMO values. From an experimental and HMO point of view, TRS benzenoids represent a distinctive subset of benzenoids in general. Our previous work demonstrated that there exists a one-to-one matching between strictly peri-condensed and total resonant sextet constant-isomer series. In going from the parent P to its leapfrog L, the following correspondences hold: Omnicap by connecting ring centrix points to adjacent ring vertices. Then obtain the inner dual by placing points in all the triangles and connect the adjacent points by lines.
where N Ic , N pc , r (empty), and n i are the number of internal degree-3, peripheral degree-3, rings without Clar sextets, and perimeter units (i = 0 for bay region, i = 1 for solo, i = 2 for duo, i = 3 for trio, i = 4 for quarto, and i = 5 for phenyl), respectively. We now will show that the leapfrog transformation allows us to identify the most stable fluorenoid anions and indacenoid dianions within appropriate isomer sets. Using our prior algorithm [1], certain sets of fluorenoid / fluoranthenoid isomers can be generated from a corresponding known benzenoid isomer set as follows: One at a time, contract all distinct hexagonal rings in the molecular graphs belonging to a benzenoid isomer set of the formula C n H s with N Ic < 5 to pentagonal rings and discard all duplicates to give all the fluorenoid / fluoranthenoid isomers of formula C n 1 H s 1 . In this way the five C 18 H 12 benzenoid isomers give all nine of the C 17 H 11 fluorenoid isomers presented in Figure 11 . The corresponding HMO pelectronic energy for the anions of these C 17 H 11 fluorenoid isomers are listed below each structure in Figure 11 . The anion of the last molecular graph, dibenzo [e,g] indenyl, has the largest HMO p-electronic energy and HOMO-LUMO gap. The leapfrog of acenaphthylene, the only C 12 H 8 fluoranthenoid, correctly identifies this last C 17 H 11 fluorenoid as the most stable anion (Fig. 12) .
Suppose you wish to find the structure of the most stable the fluorenoid monoanion C n H s with a large number of isomers without examining or knowing each and every one of these isomers? As illustrated in the prior paragraph, this can be achieved by using the leapfrog operation on a smaller, possibly known, set of fluorenoids / fluoranthenoids (C n' H s' ). To identify the formula of this smaller precursor set, one needs the equations n = We now illustrate the leapfrog transformation ( Fig. 12) Taking the 9 molecular graphs in Fig. 11 and contracting all hexagonal rings one by one to pentagonal ones and discarding the duplicates give the 13 C 16 H 10 indacenoid isomers of pyrene presented in Figure 13 . Using the above equations and the leapfrog operation on benzo[cd]pentalene (C 11 H 7 ) identifies the first molecular graph, benzo[e]-as-indacene, in Fig. 13 as being the most stable dianion.
Fluorenoid / Fluoranthenoid and Indacenoid Hydrocarbon Radicals
A number of important generalizations for fluorenoid / fluoranthenoid and indacenoid radicals systems can now be summarized. Like benzenoid hydrocarbons, odd-carbon fluorenoids / fluoranthenoids and indacenoids are always radical systems. The smallest fluoranthenoid diradical has the C 32 H 14 molecular graph in Figure 3 . Circumscribing this species once (Fig. 4) gives a monoradical (C 65 H 19 ) and circumscribing it twice gives a nonradical species (C 108 H 24 ). In comparison, successive circumscribing the smallest benzenoid diradical, triangulene (C 22 H 12 ), at every stage gives successors that are diradicals [8] . The smallest indacenoid diradical has the C 30 H 12 molecular graph in Fig. 6 and repetitively circumscribing it leads only to successors that are diradical species. Leapfrogging fluorenoids / fluoranthenoids always gives odd-carbon successors, and leapfrogging indacenoids always gives even-carbon successors. Contracting hexagonal rings to pentagonal ones tends to reduce the radical degree of polyradical species. For example, contracting one hexagonal ring to a pentagonal one in all monoradical benzenoids gives an even-carbon nonradical fluoranthenoid, and contracting two hexagonal rings to pentagonal ones in the triangular benzenoids as done in Fig. 5 reduces the radical degree by two. Thus, other things being equal, there is a tendency for fluorenoids / fluorantheoids, indacenoids, and polypent / polyhex systems in general to have lower radical degree relative to benzenoids (polyhexes). This tendency by the presence of pentagonal rings in conjugated carbon systems to reduce the radical degree no doubt contributes to the driving force in the pyrolytic formation of fluoranthenoid and indacenoid hydrocarbons and fullerene carbons.
Conclusion
Using variation-from-average plots for ln SC versus the number of times circumscribed has facilitated our analysis of the topological matching properties between representative constant-isomer sets of fluoranthoid / fluorenoid and indacenoid hydrocarbons having the same isomer numbers. Leapfrogging polypent / polyhex systems with an odd number of pentagonal rings in addition to hexagonal ones give odd-carbon successors, and with even number of pentagonal rings give even-carbon successors.
Trimethylenemethane diradical and 2,5-dimethylenylpentalene diradical are excised internal structures of the smallest benzenoid diradical and indacenoid diradical, respectively. In analogy to the smallest D 3h polyradical benzenoids, a construction method for identifying the smallest fluoranthenoid / fluorenoid and indacenoid polyradicals has been presented. Two or more successive circumscribings of fluoranthenoid / fluorenoid diradicals or higher reduce them to alternating nonradical/monoradical series. In contrast, the radical degree of an indacenoid is preserved by at each successive circumscribing.
